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Rocket
Launch

We are building an effective system to promote crypto
projects.
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Marketing problems of
cryptocurrency projects.
Thousands of crypto projects appear on different
blockchains. Hundreds of decentralized apps are
thriving at the moment. Blockchain technology is no
longer a strange term, rather a term familiar to almost
every Gen Z. As the cryptocurrency market grows and
becomes more competitive, marketing in this industry
will get more crucial. Thus, building a coherent and
effective marketing strategy is essential in bagging
success of any crypto project.
If you are in a crypto-related business, you already
know that you have to compete with thousands other
players in this market. You need to build a strong
digital marketing strategy in order to stand out from
your competitors. To help you with your campaign, we
would like to introduce you to our effective form of
decentralised promotion.
Rocket Launch
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Our Vision
Crypto users already have knowledge and experience in
blockchain and cryptocurrencies. They are interested in the
real benefits of a particular service, innovations and new ideas.
Users tend to trust their previous experience and the
judgments of the crypto community.
The key to success of Crypto promotion is the innovation of the
project idea and distribution of this idea to the community.
Getting reviews, seeding discussions, news, references in
media and opinion leaders’ impact increase interest of the
target audience and generate trust as well as lead traffic to the
project.
This is a proven promotion strategy for the successful Crypto
service development. Opinion leaders, social media influencers
can quickly attract the audience’s attention to a new project
through reviews and discussions. The biggest community of
experts is on Twitter, then follow Telegram, Reddit, Youtube.
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Solution
from Rocket Launch
Rocket Launch Team has designed an effective form of
decentralised promotion. To promote crypto projects, we
use not only our news channels, but also a network of
affiliated influencers and promoters, and also enhance the
effect due to our active community.
We are building an effective system to promote crypto
projects. Which includes 3 components:
1) network of information sources (TG & YouTube channels,
websites)
2) marketing agency
3) marketing and promotion tools

Rocket Launch
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RLT Token

Rocket Launch

Utility

Payment

We have launched RLT as a
currency to be used in our
ecosystem as utility token
for our tools.

Using the RLT token, crypto
projects can pay for Rocket
Launch Team services at a
significant discount.

Rewards

DAO

RLT is used for monthly
remuneration of active
community members who
help in the promotion of the
Rocket Launch project, as
well as partner projects.

As soon as we complete the
token distribution stage, we
will conduct monthly voting,
according to the results of
which we will provide our
services to the winning
XRPL project for a month
free of charge.
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Tokenomics
Listings
20%

Airdrop
100.000.000 RLT will be distributed during the 4 stages of airdrop.
Marketing

Airdrop
10%

100.000.000 RLT is reserved for marketing and rewarding active
community members.

Marketing
10%

Staking
200.000.000 RLT is reserved for staking.
Partnerships
100.000.000 is reserved for future partnerships with most popular
projects or influencers.

Core Team
10%

Big Team

Staking
20%

200.000.000 RLT is reserved for Big Team rewards with freezing
for 2 years and gradual unlocking at 8.333.333 per month.
Core Team
100.000.000 RLT is reserved for Core Team rewards with freezing
for 2 years and gradual unlocking at 4.166.666 per month.

Big Team
20%

Rocket Launch

Listings

Partnerships
10%

200.000.000 RLT is reserved for CEX listings.
Listings wallet
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Roadmap

Q2 2022
Emergence and design of
the idea
Token Issue, Launch
Twitter & Website
Launch of news channels
Collaborations
with
influencers

Rocket Launch

Q3 2022
Core Team Onboarding
Big Team Onboarding
Ambassadors Onboarding
AirDrop 1 Stage
AirDrop 2 Stage
Launching our first promo
tool

Q4 2022
AirDrop 3 Stage
AirDrop 4 Stage
Staking
Listing CEX
Minting NFT collection

2023
Further expansion of the
network of news sources
Creating new tools
Listings marathon
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WALLET ADDRESSES
Issuer rUetS7kbVYJZ76za5ywa1DgViNZMgT9Bvq
Founder rPHe6vojfsrrrKeYVzyoZRAufDCcMdf5FZ
AirDrop rsZaTA13K2erVBsjQjFWEEGJ1dNzNqVj1d
Launch Rewards rBUac3QT5goXqWiYr9WYNrVyknrbqu8XKG
Staking rN7WF6tNyqWE7zWGPa4EoDVBzgNUSWTyZd
CEX Listing ra1KfK2UPgUHw97XEMQbQkMZZQCfHisrBY
Partnerships rUZcXcrD1SUWXKmUvm7TJKcqKfetJwuDQP
Big Team rGwXTCQSPSAAQiFdBUn6YRGK9gjR5X3jkH
Core Team r3fBqQGwfnqwJr9NZC3eura9qeJjPTMwjD
Incoming payments rDtRBCmYmbc3WiirVhwWkZE18QYg3GzkRc
Burning rKcwE8XfiAKCpK6ZDpZbmkkAPTFafwWb7c

TRANSPARENCY IS KEY
We fully believe being transparent is the key to
building trust with the community and a project
that will outlast others. RLT is on a mission to put
up a new standard in the market.
The team behind Rocket Launch is active in answering
questions from the community. Everything we do is clearly
laid out in our litepaper. Tokenomics is simple and clear,
and all wallets belonging to the team are written in
litepaper.
The team undertakes to provide a monthly report on the
income received and their distribution in accordance with
the tokenomics of the project.

Reward Fund rabQ85V1g8qP7yH4EvqbiyLPU1L38wwbJF
Development Fund rM8qLgyEVKxR7NwEED1VWHkm9nbNzeRVyr
Team income rnnXxnN7ubUNABpzxFAY8QXTstMqZZQHwm

Rocket Launch
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Our Team

Founder

Marketer

Artist

Developer

Alex

John

Helga

Kir
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ROCKET-LAUNCH.ORG

WE'RE PROVIDING THE BEST PROMO SERVICES

